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All the Quiet Places - Brian Thomas Isaac 2021-10-10
Finalist for the Governor General's Literary Award for Fiction Longlisted
for the 2022 Scotiabank Giller Prize A National Bestseller Winner of the
2022 Indigenous Voices Awards' Published Prose in English Prize
Shortlisted for the 2022 Amazon Canada First Novel Award Longlisted
for CBC Canada Reads 2022 An Indigo Top 100 Book of 2021 An Indigo
Top 10 Best Canadian Fiction Book of 2021 **** "What a welcome debut.
Young Eddie Toma's passage through the truly ugly parts of this world is
met, like an antidote, or perhaps a compensation, by his remarkable
awareness of its beauty. This is a writer who understands youth, and how
to tell a story." —Gil Adamson, winner of the Writers' Trust Fiction Prize
for Ridgerunner Brian Isaac's powerful debut novel All the Quiet Places
is the coming-of-age story of Eddie Toma, an Indigenous (Syilx) boy, told
through the young narrator's wide-eyed observations of the world around
him. It's 1956, and six-year-old Eddie Toma lives with his mother, Grace,
and his little brother, Lewis, near the Salmon River on the far edge of the
Okanagan Indian Reserve in the British Columbia Southern Interior.
Grace, her friend Isabel, Isabel's husband Ray, and his nephew Gregory
cross the border to work as summer farm labourers in Washington state.
There Eddie is free to spend long days with Gregory exploring the farm:
climbing a hill to watch the sunset and listening to the wind in the grass.
The boys learn from Ray's funny and dark stories. But when tragedy
strikes, Eddie returns home grief-stricken, confused, and lonely. Eddie's
life is governed by the decisions of the adults around him. Grace is
determined to have him learn the ways of the white world by sending him
to school in the small community of Falkland. On Eddie"s first day of
school, as he crosses the reserve boundary at the Salmon River bridge,
he leaves behind his world. Grace challenges the Indian Agent and writes
futile letters to Ottawa to protest the sparse resources in their
community. His father returns to the family after years away only to
bring chaos and instability. Isabel and Ray join them in an overcrowded
house. Only in his grandmother's company does he find solace and true
companionship. In his teens, Eddie's future seems more secure—he finds
a job, and his long-time crush on his white neighbour Eva is finally
reciprocated. But every time things look up, circumstances beyond his
control crash down around him. The cumulative effects of guilt, grief,
and despair threaten everything Eddie has ever known or loved. All the
Quiet Places is the story of what can happen when every adult in a
person's life has been affected by colonialism; it tells of the acute
separation from culture that can occur even at home in a loved familiar
landscape. Its narrative power relies on the unguarded, unsentimental
witness provided by Eddie.
10, 9, 8 ... Owls Up Late! - Georgiana Deutsch 2018-07-12
Ten cheeky, bouncy, noisy owls are playing in a tree. It's bedtime, but
they're having far too much fun to go to sleep! Uh-oh. Will Mummy Owl
ever convince all her little owlets to fly down to the nest? Learn to count
from 1 to 10 in this hilarious new counting book! With gorgeous
illustrations from the fantastically talented Ekaterina Trukhan, as well as
fun peek-through pages and a fun counting guide, 10, 9, 8... Owls Up
Late!is the perfect book for little ones who don't want to go to bed!
The Quiet House - Gareth Farr 2016-05-26
A funny, moving and unswervingly honest love story.
The House of Quiet: An Autobiography - Arthur Christopher Benson
2021-11-05
"The House of Quiet: An Autobiography" by Arthur Christopher Benson.
Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that
encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction
and non-fiction to forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world
literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press
edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability
for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are
user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
The House is Quiet, Now What? - Janice Thompson 2009-11-01
Wondering what to do now that the kids have flown the coop? Look no
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further than Turning Points for Empty Nesters, wherein answers to the
questions and challenges now facing you reside. Fuel-for-the-journey
chapters address issues such as redefining and rediscovering yourself,
deliberate downsizing, dealing with depression, balancing new
responsibilities, becoming part of the sandwich generation, living with a
renewed purpose, and so much more. Filled with sage advice and
practical, biblically-based guidance, this unique volume will help you
devise a new flight pattern as you navigate your way through the rest of
your fabulous life.
Albert's Quiet Quest - Isabelle Arsenault 2019-06-04
Albert wants a quiet place to read...but his friends just want to play! Can
they figure out how to have fun together? Albert's home is very loud--and
all he wants to do is read! He escapes outside for some peace, and thinks
he's found it at last. But, one by one, his friends boisterously infiltrate his
space until Albert just can't take it anymore...and snaps! How will his
friends react? While they leave him alone at first, they slowly
return...with books in hand. This beautifully illustrated story models
flexible, empathic play, and articulates a range of ways a group can have
fun together. A useful tool for any classroom or neighborhood!
A Quiet Strength (Prairie Legacy Book #3) - Janette Oke 2008-08-01
Virginia must learn the heavenly source of strength through trials in this
best-selling novel.
Quiet Power - Susan Cain 2016-05-03
The monumental bestseller Quiet has been recast in a new edition that
empowers introverted kids and teens Susan Cain sparked a worldwide
conversation when she published Quiet: The Power of Introverts in a
World That Can’t Stop Talking. With her inspiring book, she permanently
changed the way we see introverts and the way introverts see
themselves. The original book focused on the workplace, and Susan
realized that a version for and about kids was also badly needed. This
book is all about kids' world—school, extracurriculars, family life, and
friendship. You’ll read about actual kids who have tackled the challenges
of not being extroverted and who have made a mark in their own quiet
way. You’ll hear Susan Cain’s own story, and you’ll be able to make use
of the tips at the end of each chapter. There’s even a guide at the end of
the book for parents and teachers. This insightful, accessible, and
empowering book, illustrated with amusing comic-style art, will be eyeopening to extroverts and introverts alike.
The Quiet Side of Passion - Alexander McCall Smith 2018-07-31
Isabel finds herself grappling with ethically-complex matters of the heart
as she tries to juggle her responsibilities to friends, family, and the
philosophical community. With two small boys to raise, a mountain of
articles to edit for the Review of Applied Ethics, and the ever-increasing
demands of her niece, Cat, who always seems to need a helping hand at
the deli, Isabel barely has any time for herself. Her husband, Jamie,
suggests acquiring extra help, and she reluctantly agrees. In no time at
all, Isabel and Jamie have a new au pair, and Isabel has an intelligent
assistant editor to share her workload. Both women, though, have
romantic entanglements that threaten to interfere with their work, and
Isabel must decide how best to navigate this tricky domestic situation.
Can an employer ever inject herself into her employees’ affairs?
Meanwhile, Isabel makes the acquaintance of Patricia, the mother of
Charlie’s friend Basil. Though Isabel finds Patricia rather pushy, she tries
to be civil and supportive, especially given that Patricia is raising her son
on her own, without the help of his father, a well-known Edinburgh
organist, also named Basil. But when Isabel sees Patricia in the company
of an unscrupulous man, she begins to rethink her assumptions. Isabel
must once again call on her kindness and keen intelligence to determine
the right course of action, at home, at work, and in the schoolyard.
The Quiet Book - Deborah Underwood 2010-04-12
All quiet is not created equal. In this irresistibly charming picture book,
many different quiet moments are captured, from the anticipation-heavy
“Top of the roller coaster quiet” to the shocked-into-silence “First look at
your new hairstyle quiet.” The impossibly sweet bears, rabbits, fish,
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birds, and iguanas are all rendered in soft pencils and colored digitally,
and, as in all of the best picture books, the illustrations propel the story
far beyond the words. A sure-to-be-a-classic bedtime favorite. Awards:
2011 ALA Notable Children's Book, 2010–2011, New York Times
bestseller, 2011 CCBC Choices, 2011 NCTE Notable Children's Trade
Book, 2010 New York Times Notable Book, 2010 Publishers Weekly Best
Book of the Year, 2010 School Library Journal Best Book of the Year
The Day Albert's House Went Quiet - Peter Hanson 2021-01-13
Change can mean something different to everyone. It's all about our age,
our perspective, and the explanation.For Albert, it was almost an
unwelcomed event. To others, it was a necessity.
The House in the Cerulean Sea - TJ Klune 2020-03-17
A NEW YORK TIMES, USA TODAY, and WASHINGTON POST
BESTSELLER! A 2021 Alex Award winner! The 2021 RUSA Reading List:
Fantasy Winner! An Indie Next Pick! One of Publishers Weekly's "Most
Anticipated Books of Spring 2020" One of Book Riot’s “20 Must-Read
Feel-Good Fantasies” Lambda Literary Award-winning author TJ Klune’s
bestselling, breakout contemporary fantasy that's "1984 meets The
Umbrella Academy with a pinch of Douglas Adams thrown in." (Gail
Carriger) Linus Baker is a by-the-book case worker in the Department in
Charge of Magical Youth. He's tasked with determining whether six
dangerous magical children are likely to bring about the end of the
world. Arthur Parnassus is the master of the orphanage. He would do
anything to keep the children safe, even if it means the world will burn.
And his secrets will come to light. The House in the Cerulean Sea is an
enchanting love story, masterfully told, about the profound experience of
discovering an unlikely family in an unexpected place—and realizing that
family is yours. "1984 meets The Umbrella Academy with a pinch of
Douglas Adams thrown in." —Gail Carriger, New York Times bestselling
author of Soulless At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
One Quiet Night - Pam Holden 2006-01-17
Why are our houses very quiet at night time? Do you ever wake up in the
night? What wakes you up? Who do you think might often be awake in
the night? Who else? Why? Reading Level 4/F&P Level C
Quiet Houses - Simon Kurt Unsworth 2019-10-31
Nakata's ghosts won't stay dead... A chambermaid's seemingly innocent
request is granted, an act of kindness that has dire consequences for a
guest... An unearthly light in an abandoned bungalow resolves the
mystery of a missing child... An invitation to a clifftop graveyard leads to
a harrowing chase by things that remain unseen... In an abandoned
hotel, work is underway to upgrade the building but something is
stalking the residents... There is a hidden agenda to paranormal
researcher Richard Nakata's investigations into these houses. A
commission that witnesses cattle lowing in the cow-sheds of Stack's
Farm long after they've been slaughtered, and a reckoning in the
showhouse of 24 Glasshouse as he and his colleagues pay the price for
creating their own ghost... Simon Kurt Unsworth reinvents the classic
English ghost story with a portmanteau collection that takes the haunted
house genre and makes it scream... quietly. The houses are quiet, it's the
residents who are screaming.
I Don't Want to Be Quiet! - Laura Ellen Anderson 2020-11-03
One little girl just doesn't want to be quiet, until she learns how much
fun she can have without making a sound--especially in the library. I
don't want to be quiet, I'd rather be LOUD! I want to be HEARD and
stand out from the crowd! Sometimes it's hard to be quiet. There are
drums to drum and hums to hum, drinks to slurp and burps to burp--so
many loud and wonderful noises to make! So when this spunky little girl
goes to the library, it's extra difficult to behave--until the entire room
tells her to SHHHHHH. It's only then, as she discovers the wonders that
live inside books, that she sees how much fun she can have in her own
imagination--all without making a peep. In this bright and playful
rhyming picture book filled with vibrant, cheerful illustrations, readers
learn the joy that is possible when we really stop and listen. Praise for I
Don't Want to Be Quiet: "Vivid, imaginative illustrations engage readers
and viscerally convey the wide range of emotions felt by this audacious
protagonist. Perfect for lively read-alouds!" --Kirkus Reviews
Charlotte and the Quiet Place - Deborah Sosin 2015-09-02
2015 INDIEFAB Book of the Year Gold Award Winner! 2016 Independent
Publisher Book Awards Silver Medalist! 2015 National Parenting
Publications Bronze Award Winner! Charlotte likes quiet. But wherever
Charlotte goes, she is surrounded by noise, noise, noise—her yipping
dog, Otto; the squeaky, creaky swings; the warbling, wailing sirens. Even
in the library, children yammer and yell. Where can Charlotte find a
quiet place? Sara Woolley’s magnificent watercolors bring Charlotte’s
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city to life when Otto leads her on a wild chase through the park. There,
Charlotte discovers a quiet place where she never would have imagined!
Sometimes children need a break from our noisy, over-stimulating
world.Charlotte and the Quiet Place shows how a child learns and
practices mindful breathing on her own and experiences the beauty of
silence. All children will relate to the unfolding adventure and message
of self-discovery and empowerment. Parents, teachers, and caretakers of
highly active or sensitive children will find this story especially useful.
Such a Quiet Place - Megan Miranda 2021-07-13
From the New York Times bestselling author of The Last House Guest—a
Reese Witherspoon Book Club selection—comes a riveting, “suspenseful”
(BookPage, starred review) novel about a mysterious murder in an idyllic
and close-knit neighborhood. Welcome to Hollow’s Edge, where you can
find secrets, scandal, and a suspected killer—all on one street. Hollow’s
Edge use to be a quiet place. A private and idyllic neighborhood where
neighbors dropped in on neighbors, celebrated graduation and holiday
parties together, and looked out for one another. But then came the
murder of Brandon and Fiona Truett. A year and a half later, Hollow’s
Edge is simmering. The residents are trapped, unable to sell their homes,
confronted daily by the empty Truett house, and suffocated by their trial
testimonies that implicated one of their own. Ruby Fletcher. And now,
Ruby’s back. With her conviction overturned, Ruby waltzes right back to
Hollow’s Edge, and into the home she shared with Harper Nash. Harper,
five years older, has always treated Ruby like a wayward younger sister.
But now she’s terrified. What possible good could come of Ruby
returning to the scene of the crime? And how can she possibly turn her
away, when she knows Ruby has nowhere to go? Within days, suspicion
spreads like a virus across Hollow’s Edge. It’s increasingly clear that not
everyone told the truth about the night of the Truetts’ murders. And
when Harper begins receiving threatening notes, she realizes she has to
uncover the truth before someone else becomes the killer’s next victim.
Pulsating with suspense and with Megan Miranda’s trademark shocking
twists, Such a Quiet Place is Megan Miranda’s best novel yet—a
“powerful, paranoid thriller” (Booklist, starred review) that will keep you
turning the pages late into the night.
The Christmas Quiet Book - Deborah Underwood 2012-10-16
The holidays are filled with joyful noise. But Christmas is sometimes
wrapped in quiet: “Searching for presents quiet,” “Getting caught quiet,”
and “Hoping for a snow day quiet.” Irresistibly cute, soft colored pencil
illustrations of bunnies, bears, and more paint a magical holiday picture
indeed.
The Blind Man's House--a Quiet Story - Hugh Walpole 2022-08-16
DigiCat Publishing presents to you this special edition of "The Blind
Man's House--a Quiet Story" by Hugh Walpole. DigiCat Publishing
considers every written word to be a legacy of humankind. Every DigiCat
book has been carefully reproduced for republishing in a new modern
format. The books are available in print, as well as ebooks. DigiCat hopes
you will treat this work with the acknowledgment and passion it deserves
as a classic of world literature.
In the Quiet, Noisy Woods - Michael J. Rosen 2019-02-12
Come and explore the quiet, NOISY woods, and follow two wolf pups
finding their way back to their pack in this adorable read-aloud picture
book—full of boisterous animal noises and artwork that will inspire kids
to get out into nature. Squirrels chit-chitter-chatter, foxes swooshwhoosh-rush, a deer stomp-stomp-stamps, and a hawk scree-screescreeches. Into these quiet, NOISY woods, readers follow two frisky wolf
pups yip-yap-yowling and grr-ruff-ruff-racing as they find their way back
to their pack. Children will love calling out the interesting animal sounds
throughout this enchanting, fast-paced chase through a lush forest. And
young readers will come to know more about forest creatures and their
interconnected lives, in this creative story by poet and naturalist Michael
J. Rosen, who was inspired by the one-hundred-acre wood where he lives.
The two final pages of the book include facts about each of the animals
featured in this caper. Annie Won's signature luminous artwork lights the
way, showcasing the animals and their habitat with glowing warmth.
"The rhythmic, lyrical text builds cumulatively from page to page. . . .
Lovely realistic paintings in earthy hues of greens, browns, and yellows
evoke hectic daytime woodland activity before eventually settling down
to a soothing nighttime conclusion."—Kirkus "Highly recommended as a
title to introduce children to the wonder of nature, well supported with
beautiful illustrations."—School Library Journal
The Quiet Way Home - Bonny Becker 2019
A little girl and her grandfather walk along the quieter paths which take
them past a chopping hoe, the shirr of grasshoppers, and the shushing of
a water sprinkler.
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A Quiet Place - Seicho Matsumoto 2016-07-25
"A master crime writer . . . Seicho Matsumoto's thrillers dissect Japanese
society."—The New York Times Book Review "A stellar psychological
thriller with a surprising and immensely satisfying resolution that flows
naturally from the book’s complex characterizations.Readers will agree
that Matsumoto (1909–1992) deserves his reputation as Japan’s Georges
Simenon.-Publishers Weekly. While on a business trip to Kobe, Tsuneo
Asai receives the news that his wife Eiko has died of a heart attack. Eiko
had a heart condition so the news of her death wasn’t totally unexpected.
But the circumstances of her demise left Tsuneo, a softly-spoken
government bureaucrat, perplexed. How did it come about that his
wife—who was shy and withdrawn, and only left their house twice a week
to go to haiku meetings—ended up dead in a small shop in a shady Tokyo
neighborhood? When Tsuneo goes to apologize to the boutique owner for
the trouble caused by his wife’s death he discovers the villa Tachibana
near by, a house known to be a meeting place for secret lovers. As he
digs deeper into his wife's recent past, he must eventually conclude that
she led a double life... Seicho Matsumoto was Japan's most successful
thriller writer. His first detective novel, Points and Lines, sold over a
million copies in Japan. Vessel of Sand, published in English as Inspector
Imanishi Investigates in 1989, sold over four million copies and became a
movie box-office hit.
My Own Very Quiet Cricket Coloring Book - Eric Carle 2005-09-08
The Very Quiet Cricket is now available as a coloring book! Perfect for
both reading and coloring, this interactive version of Eric Carle’s classic
story follows a lonely cricket who’s looking for love. As all the different
insects go by, he tries and tries to make a chirp, but it isn’t until he sees
another cricket that he can truly sing. Special artwork made just for
coloring and blank pages at the end for your own drawings give this
classic story new life. A sure-fire hit for creative children everywhere.
A Quiet Cadence - Mark Treanor 2020-06-15
Sometimes it takes years for a combat vet to understand what his war
did to him when he was nineteen. And even longer to explain the cadence
he has marched to since then to the people he loves. Family and friends
know Marty McClure as a kind, peaceful man. They aren’t aware that
when he was young, he plumbed the depths of terror, hatred and despair
with no assurance he’d ever surface again. Now he needs to reveal what
happened in Vietnam and how, with the help of Patti, his wife, Corrie
Corrigan, a disabled vet, and Doc Matheson, a corpsman turned trauma
surgeon, he made peace with the ghosts that have visited his dreams all
these years. With the perception and reflection of a man on the cusp of
retirement from a career teaching high school kids, Marty recalls the
relentless intensity of prolonged combat as a teenage Marine machine
gunner facing booby traps and battles in a war with few boundaries.
Arriving in Vietnam, he is appalled by the savagery of his fellow Marines
as they hunt an enemy indistinguishable from the villagers he believes
they are there to protect. But as friends are crippled or killed over the
ensuing months, Marty has to fight not only the enemy but the vicious
darkness growing in him. Wounded and sent back to the U.S., he
struggles to make sense of all he has lost in a war his country
abandoned. He works to become a good husband, father and teacher
while he fights to bury the war and rails against friends' enthusiasm for
the Memorial and the Welcome Home for Vietnam Veterans planned in
D.C. Only if he accepts help from his wife and his friends will he find real
peace.
It's So Quiet - Sherri Duskey Rinker 2021-02-23
Make some noise! Bestselling picture book stars Sherri Duskey Rinker
and Tony Fucile invite you on a rollicking cumulative read-aloud perfect
for bedtime or storytime! It's time for bed, but one little mouse just can't
get to sleep. It's TOO QUIET! But the night is full of rhythmic sounds,
from the croak of the bullfrog to the howl of a coyote on a distant hill. As
the symphony of nighttime sounds builds and builds in this rollicking
read-aloud, the mouse starts to wonder whether he wouldn't like a little
MORE quiet. From the bestselling author of Goodnight, Goodnight,
Construction Site comes a silly, noisy bedtime book that will have
parents and children squealing, croaking, and laughing along—before
settling themselves down for a quiet night's sleep. • BESTSELLING
AUTHOR: With five #1 New York Times bestselling picture books to
date, Sherri Rinker has won the hearts of millions of fans with the
Goodnight, Goodnight, Construction Site series. • GREAT BEDTIME
READ-ALOUD: Soft and sweet rhymes build to a hilarious nighttime
chorus before settling back down to sleep. Little readers will delight in
the humor and interactivity of this bedtime book, just right for a fun
read-aloud that encourages appreciation of bedtime's soothing quiet. • A
GO-TO BOOK FOR PARENTS: Does your child love animal noises and
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funny read-alouds? This book will engage even the most rambunctious
readers, and become a bedtime favorite. Perfect for: • Parents,
grandparents, and caregivers • Librarians • Kindergarten and
elementary school teachers • Fans of Sherri Duskey Rinker
The Quiet Girl - Peter Høeg 2013-07-30
The internationally acclaimed bestselling author of Smilla's Sense of
Snow returns with this "engrossing, beautifully written tale of suspense .
. . captivating" (The Miami Herald). Set in Denmark in the here and now,
Peter Hoeg's The Quiet Girl centers around Kaspar Krone, a worldrenowned circus clown with a deep love for the music of Johan Sebastian
Bach, and an even deeper gambling debt. Wanted for tax evasion and on
the verge of extradition, Krone is drafted into the service of a mysterious
order of nuns who promise him reprieve from the international
authorities in return for his help safeguarding a group of children with
mystical abilities -- abilities that Krone also shares. When one of the
children goes missing, Krone sets off to find the young girl and bring her
back, making a shocking series of discoveries along the way about her
identity and the true intentions of his young wards. The result is a fastpaced, philosophical thriller blending social realism with the literary
fantastic and pitting art and spirituality against corporate interests and
nothing less than the will to war by the industrialized world. The Quiet
Girl is a masterful, inventive novel that marks the triumphal return of
one of the great writers of the international literary world.
The Dogwood Plantation - Clare Dundas 2019-05-29
This well researched historical novel tells the story of a fictional
plantation near the coast of North Carolina in the years after the
American Revolution.. It is a dark and cruel place for the workers on this
farm. The master, Archie McLachlan, causes fear to run through the
hearts of the slaves, except for one woman who speaks up deliberately
and without fear whenever she wishes. Her name is Soola, and she fast
becomes leader of the slaves and friend to the master's wife Gertrude.
The friendship forms a triangle of competition, love, and hatred as
"Massa Archie" becomes more and more dangerous, even towards his
own son Robert and Soola's son John, even to a point where Soola begins
to understand the meaning of fear. But, together, the leaders of the
second generation can look for a future where hope might overcome
fear.Thus, this story, Part One of a four-part series, not only recounts the
family's beginnings at the Inveraray/Dogwood Plantation, but also
introduces the second generation, who will appear again in the ensuing
volumes. Slavery, the corruption caused by slavery, its close companions,
race bigotry and injustice, and the laws and bitter politics that result
from them, are featured and discussed throughout. While, in the
foreground, the unique relationship between mistress and slave and their
respective descendants triggers a wide-sweeping story of love, conflict,
heartbreak, and forgiveness.
The Quiet Before - Gal Beckerman 2022-02-15
NEW YORK TIMES EDITORS’ CHOICE • An “elegantly argued and
exuberantly narrated” (The New York Times Book Review) look at the
building of social movements—from the 1600s to the present—and how
current technology is undermining them “A bravura work of scholarship
and reporting, featuring amazing individuals and dramatic events from
seventeenth-century France to Rome, Moscow, Cairo, and contemporary
Minneapolis.”—Louis Menand, author of The Free World We tend to
think of revolutions as loud: frustrations and demands shouted in the
streets. But the ideas fueling them have traditionally been conceived in
much quieter spaces, in the small, secluded corners where a vanguard
can whisper among themselves, imagine alternate realities, and
deliberate about how to achieve their goals. This extraordinary book is a
search for those spaces, over centuries and across continents, and a
warning that—in a world dominated by social media—they might soon go
extinct. Gal Beckerman, an editor at The New York Times Book Review,
takes us back to the seventeenth century, to the correspondence that
jump-started the scientific revolution, and then forward through time to
examine engines of social change: the petitions that secured the right to
vote in 1830s Britain, the zines that gave voice to women’s rage in the
early 1990s, and even the messaging apps used by epidemiologists
fighting the pandemic in the shadow of an inept administration. In each
case, Beckerman shows that our most defining social movements—from
decolonization to feminism—were formed in quiet, closed networks that
allowed a small group to incubate their ideas before broadcasting them
widely. But Facebook and Twitter are replacing these productive, private
spaces, to the detriment of activists around the world. Why did the Arab
Spring fall apart? Why did Occupy Wall Street never gain traction? Has
Black Lives Matter lived up to its full potential? Beckerman reveals what
this new social media ecosystem lacks—everything from patience to
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focus—and offers a recipe for growing radical ideas again. Lyrical and
profound, The Quiet Before looks to the past to help us imagine a
different future.
Will You Please Be Quiet, Please? - Raymond Carver 2015-05-25
With this, his first collection of stories, Raymond Carver breathed new
life into the American short story. Carver shows us the humor and
tragedy that dwell in the hearts of ordinary people; his stories are the
classics of our time. "[Carver's stories] can ... be counted among the
masterpieces of American Literature." --The New York Times Book
Review "One of the great short story writers of our time--of any time." -The Philadelhpia Inquirer "The whole collection is a knock out. Few
wriers can match Raymond Carver's entiwining style and language." -The Dallas Morning News
Julia's House for Lost Creatures - Ben Hatke 2014-09-02
When Julia and her walking house come to town, she likes everything
about her new neighborhood except how quiet it is! So Julia puts a sign
up: "Julia's House for Lost Creatures." Soon she's hosting goblins,
mermaids, fairies, and even a dragon. Quiet isn't a problem anymore for
Julia...but getting her housemates to behave themselves is! The simple,
sweet text of this picture book by New York Times Best-Selling Zita the
Spacegirl author/illustrator Ben Hatke is perfectly balanced by his lush,
detailed, immersive watercolor illustrations.
Bittersweet - Susan Cain 2022-04-05
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Sadness is your superpower. In
her new masterpiece, the author of the bestselling phenomenon Quiet
explores the power of the bittersweet personality, revealing a
misunderstood side of mental health and creativity while offering a
roadmap to facing grief in order to live life to the fullest. “Bittersweet
grabs you by the heart and doesn’t let go.”—BRENÉ BROWN, author of
Atlas of the Heart “Susan Cain has described and validated my existence
once again!”—GLENNON DOYLE, author of Untamed “The perfect cure
for toxic positivity.”—ADAM GRANT, author of Think Again ONE OF THE
MOST ANTICIPATED BOOKS OF 2022—Oprah Daily, BookPage
Bittersweetness is a tendency to states of longing, poignancy, and
sorrow; an acute awareness of passing time; and a curiously piercing joy
at the beauty of the world. It recognizes that light and dark, birth and
death—bitter and sweet—are forever paired. If you’ve ever wondered
why you like sad music . . . If you find comfort or inspiration in a rainy
day . . . If you react intensely to music, art, nature, and beauty . . . Then
you probably identify with the bittersweet state of mind. With Quiet,
Susan Cain urged our society to cultivate space for the undervalued,
indispensable introverts among us, thereby revealing an untapped power
hidden in plain sight. Now she employs the same mix of research,
storytelling, and memoir to explore why we experience sorrow and
longing, and how embracing the bittersweetness at the heart of life is the
true path to creativity, connection, and transcendence. Cain shows how a
bittersweet state of mind is the quiet force that helps us transcend our
personal and collective pain, whether from a death or breakup, addiction
or illness. If we don’t acknowledge our own heartache, she says, we can
end up inflicting it on others via abuse, domination, or neglect. But if we
realize that all humans know—or will know—loss and suffering, we can
turn toward one another. At a time of profound discord and personal
anxiety, Bittersweet brings us together in deep and unexpected ways.
Be Still - Brian Heasley 2021-10-21
Be still. For some, these two simple words a welcome invitation to slow
down. For others, they feel impossible, out of reach in our increasingly
noisy world, or simply just too hard to maintain. There is another way. In
fact, there are many. In this practical, easy-to-read guide, Brian Heasley
explores the multitude of rhythms of Christian prayer and devotion
available to every believer. From memorizing scripture and prayer
running to noticing beauty everywhere, he demonstrates how we don't
need to be static for our hearts to be still, and how even in the midst of a
full, busy life, we can spend quiet time with God. Be Still is a prayer book
for anyone looking for ways to revitalise the way they pray or who is
struggling to make space for devotional time with God. Packed full of
ideas for different ways to pray and tips and advice for how to build
prayer practices into everyday life, Be Still will change the way you think
about prayer and devotion and equip you with all the tools you need to
deepen your relationship with God. You can use Be Still individually or in
small groups, or read it alongside 24-7 Prayer's new Be Still prayer
course. It also makes a great resource for youth leaders looking to help
teenagers cultivate daily rhythms of prayer and spend more quiet time
with God, or as a gift for people starting out on their faith journey or
those returning to faith after a while. Join Brian Heasley, and discover
the different ways in which we can all be still.
a-quiet-quiet-house

The Quiet Americans - Scott Anderson 2020-09-01
From the bestselling author of Lawrence in Arabia—the gripping story of
four CIA agents during the early days of the Cold War—and how the
United States, at the very pinnacle of its power, managed to permanently
damage its moral standing in the world. “Enthralling … captivating
reading.” —The New York Times Book Review At the end of World War
II, the United States was considered the victor over tyranny and a
champion of freedom. But it was clear—to some—that the Soviet Union
was already seeking to expand and foment revolution around the world,
and the American government’s strategy in response relied on the secret
efforts of a newly formed CIA. Chronicling the fascinating lives of four
agents, Scott Anderson follows the exploits of four spies: Michael Burke,
who organized parachute commandos from an Italian villa; Frank Wisner,
an ingenious spymaster who directed actions around the world; Peter
Sichel, a German Jew who outwitted the ruthless KGB in Berlin; and
Edward Lansdale, a mastermind of psychological warfare in the Far East.
But despite their lofty ambitions, time and again their efforts went awry,
thwarted by a combination of ham-fisted politicking and ideological
rigidity at the highest levels of the government.
The Quiet House - Lily Morton 2021-03-29
Levi Black has mostly recovered from the events of a year ago. The only
lingering effects are that he's much more well known in York than he'd
like to be, and he's a lot more cautious about walking around his house
naked. However, those events brought him the capricious and fascinating
Blue, so he's not complaining. On the contrary, he's happy, in love, and
looking forward to Blue finally moving in with him. And if sometimes he
wonders what Blue sees in a boring cartoonist, he keeps that to
himself.Blue Billings is finally ready to throw off the memories of his past
and move in with the person who means the most in the world to him.
His psychic abilities have grown in the last year to his mentor Tom's
consternation, but Blue is determined to look on the bright side. He's
also focused on ignoring all the warning signs that he's received lately.
However, even deeply buried secrets have a way of rising to the surface.
And when a surprise from Blue's past turns up and draws them away to a
lonely house on the Yorkshire moors, Levi and Blue must fight for their
survival once again.From bestselling author, Lily Morton, comes the
second book in the Black & Blue series. The books are intended to be
read in order.
On a Quiet Street - Seraphina Nova Glass 2022-05-17
The perfect neighborhood can be the perfect place to hide… Who
wouldn’t want to live in Brighton Hills? This exclusive community on the
Oregon coast is the perfect mix of luxury and natural beauty. Stunning
houses nestle beneath mighty Douglas firs, and lush backyards roll down
to the lakefront. It’s the kind of place where neighbors look out for one
another. Sometimes a little too closely… Cora thinks her husband, Finn,
is cheating—she just needs to catch him in the act. That’s where Paige
comes in. Paige lost her son to a hit-and-run last year, and she’s
drowning in the kind of grief that makes people do reckless things like
spying on the locals, searching for proof that her son’s death was no
accident…and agreeing to Cora’s plan to reveal what kind of man Finn
really is. All the while, their reclusive new neighbor, Georgia, is acting
more strangely every day. But what could such a lovely young mother
possibly be hiding? When you really start to look beyond the airy open
floor plans and marble counters, Brighton Hills is filled with secrets.
Some big, some little, some deadly. And one by one, they’re about to be
revealed… “A writer to watch.” —Publishers Weekly
A Quiet Life - Beryl Bainbridge 2016-11-01
The tragicomic tale of a dysfunctional middle-class family in postwar
England from the award-winning author of Injury Time. Though the
Second World War has ended, times are anything but peaceful for
seventeen-year-old Alan. His father, an entrepreneur who was once able
to provide the family with a comfortable life, is now struggling to put
food on the table. Meanwhile, Alan’s mother dresses as if money is
plentiful and spends all her time avoiding her husband, indulging in the
escapism of romance novels, and engaging in real-world love affairs. And
as if a household struck by poverty and marital trouble isn’t enough,
Alan’s bohemian sister, Madge, has been sneaking off into the sand
dunes for lusty rendezvous with a German POW. All Alan wants is for his
sister to stop cavorting around and driving their father mad—and for a
pretty choir girl named Janet to notice him. But the more he wishes for a
normal life, the more chaotic it becomes. Everyone in his family is hiding
something, not only from one another but also from themselves. And
they’re all desperately clinging to something that is inevitably falling
apart. Award-winning British author Beryl Bainbridge has a keen eye for
the dark humor that lurks in misery and a knack for illuminating the
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inner spirit, accepting and sharing feelings, the importance of play,
achieving balance, finding joy, healing the father wound, honoring the
inner child, and much more. Day by Day, A Quiet Strength will challenge
and nurture you in your journey inward toward a fuller, more passionate
life, spiritually grounded masculinity, and richer relationships with
family, friends, and lovers.
The Mysterious and Amazing Blue Billings - Lily Morton 2019-11-15
Levi Black is at a crossroads. After suffering a loss and breaking up a
long-term relationship, he's looking for a change. When he receives the
news he's inherited a house in York, he seizes the opportunity to begin a
new chapter in his life.However, when he gets there, he finds a house
that has never kept its occupants for very long. Either through death or
disinclination, no one stays there, and after a few days of living in the
place, Levi can understand why. Strange noises can be heard at all hours
of the day and night, and disturbing and scary things begin to happen to
him. He never believed in ghosts before, but when events take a sinister
turn, he knows he must look for help. He finds it in the unlikely form of
the blue-haired leader of a ghost tour.Blue Billings is edgy, beautiful, and
lost. Utterly lost. He conceals so many secrets that some days it's a
miracle he remembers his own name. He knows that he should ignore
Levi because he threatens the tenuous grip Blue has on survival. But
there's something about the kind-eyed man that draws Blue to him.
Something that demands he stay and fight for him when he would
normally run in the opposite direction.As the two men investigate the
shocking truth behind Levi's house, they also discover a deep connection
that defies the short length of time they've known each other. But when
events escalate and his life is on the line, Levi has to wonder if it was
wise to trust the Mysterious and Amazing Blue Billings.

emotional rubble of postwar England. A Quiet Life is an entertaining
family drama that is at once a quick read and a lasting portrait of
twentieth-century life.
A Big Quiet House - 1996
Unable to stand his overcrowded and noisy home any longer, a man goes
to the wise old woman who lives nearby for advice.
The Quiet Game - Greg Iles 2000-07-01
INTRODUCING PENN CAGE... From the author of Cemetery Road comes
the first intelligent, gripping thriller in the #1 New York Times
bestselling Penn Cage series. Natchez, Mississippi. Jewel of the South.
City of old money and older sins. And childhood home of Houston
prosecutor Penn Cage. In the aftermath of a personal tragedy, this is
where Penn has returned for solitude. This is where he hopes to find
peace. What he discovers instead is his own family trapped in a mystery
buried for thirty years but never forgotten—the town’s darkest secret,
now set to trap and destroy Penn as well.
A Quiet Strength - Shepard Bliss 1994-08-01
For all men who are seeking a new vision of masculinity--one that allows
them to explore new roles, reclaim ancient feelings, break free of
society's stereotypes, and learn to integrate body, mind, emotions, and
spirit--A Quiet Strength is an invigorating and inspiring companion.
Written by three of the preeminent writers and leaders of the men's
movement, this daily guide to self-discovery offers 365 powerful
meditations, each with an opening quotation and an accompanying
thought for the day. From The Odyssey to Carl Jung and Federico Garcia
Lorca to D.H. Lawrence come insightful quotations that open up worlds
of healing wisdom, as the authors cover topics that include love, sex, the
power of brotherhood, reconnecting with the earth, acknowledging the
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